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MIRACLES
2-08-17
HP) Miracles, Miracles, Miracles without ceasing; prepare, receive; far beyond any doubt;
get used to them; get used to them
HH) behold; be in a state of beholding; I am at work on your behalf; allow
3-11-17
HP) miracles, be ready to receive; (Yes, Father, please show me if I am lacking anything in
being ready.) expect, truly expect; (I choose to truly expect.) so be it
4-30-17
HH) Miracles, Miracles, Child, it is time; Perform;
6-28-17
L) Miracles; be ready for the Miracles; see, see, see, Child; be not stymied; you must be
totally aware
10-04-17
HH) My hand of Mercy I give thee; enjoin with Me to minister; (Father, w/ANJ I AAI

enjoining with You to minister as You deem.) so be it; expect, expect; yes, even
miracles;
10-06-17
L) Chastise not; miracles; wait upon My many miracles; gIve Me the Glory;
HH) judgment is Ours; yes, My Healing Waters do flow; be in My flow; Yes, Child,

you are faith; soak Me in; (did for a while.) now stand; allow Me to heal; prepare
for a shock; (Yes, Father, I am ready.) now sit; (did) lift your foot; (did) sleep,
Child; (did even though I was not sleepy) (I almost immediately fell asleep and woke
up 2 hours later.)
10-11-17
L) (While washing, I suddenly knew that another of the rights is the right for Miracles.) so be

it; expect, you must expect;
11-20-17
L) Miracles; I have told you to expect; Marilyn, I want you to truly expect; huge; huge

in your eyes; others are not truly expecting; yes, I do do small miracles, but you, Child,
are expecting and shall receive Major ones; (Thank You, Father, I do believe and expect.)

12-25-17
L) Long days; (stood in silence) that many miracles be throughout; be ready, prepared;

(stood in silence) work load stringent; give Me your bodies;

